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KARIM
NADER
Interview with the Architect

The creation of Pier 7 was no mean feat. It took the genius concept of Crystal
Group and the immaculate execution of architect Karim Nader and his team
at BLANKPAGE Architects to put together an unparalleled icon of Beirut’s
party scene. We spoke to Karim to get the inside story of what it takes to
create clubbing history.
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What was your inspiration for
Pier 7?
The project was conceived as a
superposition of the two dominant
atmospheres of the site: on the
one hand the industrial context
of the seaside highway, with its
fuel stations, gas tanks & factories
extending all the way to the cranes
of the Beirut port… On the other
hand, the natural context of the
sandy seashore, the Mediterranean sea, the wind and the horizon, the sun and the moon…
What sets Pier 7 apart, design wise?
The location of the project is truly
unique. Never has a nightclub
been so close to a gas station
and to the sea at the same time.
For those reasons, we wanted
to reinforce the effects of those
proximities through design. The
use of red glass and neon strips
on the mirror wall are direct
allusions to the language of the
industry, lights of the braking
cars at night, and the gas station
logo. The sunset lobby, a tribute
tacle of nature is our modest
attempt at immortalizing an
experience that the late timings
of the clubbing experience tend
to exclude.
Can you give us a description of the “feel” there?
The project is a hybrid. On the
side of the highway, it’s a strong
icon, but totally opaque. The
mirror wall, 80m long and 10m
high, excludes the sounds of
the road from the inside space.
But the wall is more than a
functional device, it serves as
a signal for the project, barely
big enough to the scale of

the speeding cars. It’s black

the cars on the podium and the
clubbers on their way towards
the entrance. Passing through
the mirror -- like Alice in her
Wonderland, it reveals a series
sunset lobby, and later the grand
arena, with the spectacular cloud
structure and bar at its center.

Passing through the mirror
-- like Alice in her wonderland, reveals a series of
surprises.
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How did you combine the
sea and the night scene in
your design?
The sea is visible, of course, from
all angles in the arena. At night,
since the water is dark, it’s through
lighting effects that the sea will
become a spectacle. The cloud
structure above the main stage
(another allusion to the water
element) projects its lights and
colors all around the arena and
all the way to a water screen
30m beyond the shoreline thus
immersing the experience of the
sea with the clubbing activity.
What can you tell us about
the materials used in the
construction?
conceptual choices we made.
The industrial feel is expressed
through steel structures, polished
podium, and red glass. The
natural feel comes out through
the use of colored terrazzo on the
arena, in varying shades of sand
reminiscent of a work of land art
or crop circles. The VIP boxes are
clad with the ‘fumé’ of cars, in
gold, bronze and silver like seeing
through fancy sunglasses. Even
the bathrooms are an excuse for
further scenography. They are
conceived as an underworld of
sorts, clad in black mosaic with
discrete inserts of dark blue, mimicking the perception of a scuba
diver at minus several meters.

What is your favorite feature in Pier 7? What would you like to
put the spotlight on?
extent that we enjoyed designing and building it.
Karim Nader
Partner at BLANKPAGE Architects.
BLANKPAGE Architects is Karim Nader, Walid Ghantous
and Patrick Mezher.
of architects, urban designers and artists. Driven by the desire to produce
architecture of high quality & craftsmanship, the studio’s goal is to start
every project from a blank page, i.e. without preconception of form or style.
context it stems from and that, driven by the symbolic and historical
manifestations which are present in the place and the particularities
of the given program, the resulting building will be an event that moves
the city and its inhabitants into a novel experience of space.
About KARIM NADER: Karim Nader graduated from the American
University of Beirut with a Bachelor of Architecture with distinction
University in Houston. He has taught and conducted experimental
in Beirut and Europe. He currently teaches at AUB while pursuing
his practice, which includes architectural design, writing as well as
painting and furniture design.
About WALID GHANTOUS: Walid Ghantous has graduated as
architect with distinction from the Université Saint-Esprit Kaslik, Lebanon.
During his studies, he worked for 3 years with architect Raoul Verney
on private villas. After completing his studies at USEK, he has built his
experience through work with architect Khalil Khoury on residential
projects and furniture design. He has collaborated as associate architect
with Bernard Khoury/DW5 on numerous projects of various scales.
About PATRICK MEZHER: Patrick Mezher graduated from the
He has collaborated with Bernard Khoury/DW5 as project manager
on numerous projects of varying scale in Lebanon and abroad.

For more information about BLANKPAGE go to www.blankpagearch.com.
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